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Never miss another flaw or defect with the STL 450 Surface Inspection Light. This purpose-built inspection light illuminates the 
surface to clearly show flaws and defects so you can perfect your work. With an impact-resistant, non-marring full body protection, 
there is little risk of surface damage further ensuring great results. With 1,200 lumen and a color temperature of 5,000K, the 
Surface Inspection Light brings great brightness and color to any surface. Whether sanding a wall or finishing a tabletop, the 
Surface Inspection Light provides perfect visibility for the best results.

STL 450 Inspection light | $300.00
201938

|� $���.00
202912Surface Inspection Light Set

Combined with our tool-free ST DUO Tripod and the new  Adapter AD-ST DUO 200, this set 
gives you everything you need to see your work in detail. The STL 450 reveals surface flaws and 
defects unlike any other light source. Reduce callbacks and increase customer satisfaction by 
seeing the surface in a whole new light. Unique form factor allows close and even placement of 
light without marring delicate surfaces.

Lighting

STL 450

Lumen value 1,200 lm

Colour 5,000 kelvin

Housing protection 
class IP 55

Cable length 16.4 ft (5m)

Weight 3.31 lb (1.5kg)

Specifications

DISTRIBUTED BY:
Pro Wood Finishes
14622 Southlawn Lane
Rockville MD 20850
Ph: (301) 424-3033
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Lighting

Features + Capabilities

Maintenance Free

With its all-round edge protection and robust, 
splash-proof plastic housing, the STL 450 light 
is ideal for any construction site condition.

Adjustability

Available Tripod and adapter allow the height 
and angle of the Surface Inspection Light to be 
quickly and easily adjusted according to your 
individual needs.

Unique Festool Optics

We have developed unique optics for the 
Surface Inspection Light. The light has such a 
powerful focus that it enables you to detect any 
unevenness or fl aws immediately.

STL 450  Accessories

Tripod ST DUO 200
Project light to the level you need with up to over 
6.5’ (2.0 m) of stand height with the robust and 
durable SYSLITE DUO Tripod. Features a tool-
free, easy-on mounting fi xture and adjustable 
cord management loop.

AD-ST DUO 200 adapter
Mounts to ST DUO Tripod stand for adjustable, 
hands-free operation.

AD-ST DUO 200 adapter SET

If you already own the Tripod this is the set to get. 
STL 450 Surface Inspection Light and the Adapter. 
Mounts to ST DUO Tripod stand for adjustable, 
hands-free operation.

200038

$215.00

201936

$100.00

204046

$390.00


